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OUTDOOR LIVING 2019
Get away from it all, without ever leaving home. Our new outdoor collections have everything you need to create an open air oasis in your backyard. Welcome to your Staycation.
The right mix of furniture can transform a space, and transport you somewhere completely new. See how we styled a home in Southern California to channel four dreamy destinations.

**GET INSPIRED**

one home. four ways.

The right mix of furniture can transform a space, and transport you somewhere completely new. See how we styled a home in Southern California to channel four dreamy destinations.

**somewhere elevated**
high style rooted in clean elements

**somewhere rustic**
new traditions from the french countryside

**somewhere remote**
a modern escape with southwest spirit

**somewhere lush**
a tropical oasis packing texture + color
a Pacific Northwest cabin with easy access to the lush forests, picturesque mountains and breathtaking bodies of water this destination is famous for.

somewhere elevated
serenity starts here

Bring tranquility, durability and quality to backyard gatherings with these inviting designs.

Starring FSC-certified eucalyptus: a tropical hardwood with natural oils that repel moisture and prevent decay.

01. 246501 MALAGA Outdoor Dining Table $695
02. 246502 MALAGA Outdoor Arm Chair $295
03. 269664 2-PC Set Round Black Woven Tray $40
STARRING POWDER-COATED, RUST-FREE ALUMINUM; A LIGHTWEIGHT, LOW-MAINTENANCE METAL THAT WITHSTANDS ALL WEATHER CONDITIONS.
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01. 243948 RAVELLO Outdoor 4-PC Sectional $1,650
02. 243950 RAVELLO Outdoor Armless Chair $335
03. 243951 RAVELLO Outdoor End Table $120
04. 243957 RAVELLO Outdoor Coffee Table $195
05. 243958 Black + Ivory Check Rug 94"x130" $175
06. 101900 2-PC Set Black Metal Planters $49

07. 243956 RAVELLO Outdoor Upholstered Daybed $795
08. 248141 2-PC Set White Rattan Round Trays $75
09. 247223 Briley Black Outdoor Pillow 18"x18" $25
10. 247758 2-PC Set Metal Plant Stand $95
11. 243494 Grey Wired Stool $95
12. 243496 Black Wired Stool $95
13. 243497 White Wired Stool $95

daybed dreaming

Modular back cushions can be switched, changed and rearranged to make our Ravello daybed your daydream come true.
better shade up
Available in four colors, our Market umbrella features a round polyester canopy, powder-coated aluminum pole and cement base for a strong foundation.
MIX & MATCH

platters starting at $10

MADE WITH OUTDOOR-FRIENDLY MATERIALS LIKE CERAMIC, RESIN AND METAL. THESE DESIGNS SCULPT A STUNNING LANDSCAPE.

roll out backyard-ready textures patterns + colors with outdoor rugs

01. 247757 3-PC Set Black Metal Plant Stand $85
02. 247758 2-PC Set Metal Plant Stand $95
03. 109900 2-PC Set Black Metal Planters $49
04. 248000 3-PC Set White Checkered Ceramic Planter $40
05. 242257 2-PC Set White + Blue Checked Table Planter $59
06. 242263 3-PC Set Blue Round Ceramic Planter $35
07. 242256 3-PC Set Blue + White Checkered Platters $59
08. 245496 Black Waxed Stool $95
09. 245496 Grey Waxed Stool $95
10. 223662 Indigo Blue Distressed Damask Outdoor Rug 96”x150” $115
11. 107584 Baltic Blue Herringbone Outdoor Rug 96”x150” $240
12. 243687 Black + Ivory Check Outdoor Rug 96”x150” $175
13. 107580 Black + White Cabana Stripe Outdoor Rug 96”x150” $440
14. 243695 Black + Tan Diamonds Outdoor Rug 96”x150” $175
15. 107588 Black + White Damask Outdoor Rug 96”x150” $115
16. 247889 Black + Yellow Distressed Rug 96”x120” $345
17. 247889 Grey Stripe Rug 21”x45” $15
18. 247223 Bridle Black Outdoor Pillow 18”x18” $25
Ravelo Dining

Cool, contemporary entertaining is brought to you by these streamlined designs, which feature a versatile, durable combination of weather-resistant aluminum, frosted glass, foam and fabric.

chair choices

Do a little mixing and matching with our Ravelo collection’s seating options: An upholstered chair, sling chair and slatted aluminum bench.

1. 243972 RAVELO Outdoor Dining Table $495
2. 243977 RAVELO Outdoor Sling Side Chair $100
3. 243970 RAVELO Outdoor Upholstered Side Chair $180
4. 243970 RAVELO Outdoor Dining Bench $295
5. 380251 3-PC Jet White Checkered Ceramic Planter $40
well blended

From resin wood, to black powder-coated aluminum, to PVC-coated sling fabric that’s breathable, durable, UV-resistant and easy to clean, our Sorrento collection offers a strong and sophisticated mix of materials.
playing with fire

The heart and soul of the backyard, firepits are where everything heats up once the sun goes down. We have different shapes, styles and materials, so you can find your perfect pit fit.
INSPIRED BY

an enchanting French country estate in a quaint village, where vineyards abound and charming bistros and shops line the riverfront.

somewhere rustic
With bar and dining set options that are ready to party, our Martinique collection welcomes you to entertain your way.
Swivel Call Out For Martinique Chairs.

Starring elegant powder-coated aluminum frames, plus outdoor-grade foam cushions upholstered in UV-rated, weather-resistant fabrics.

01. 218000 MARTINIQUE II Outdoor Bistro Pub Table  $355
02. 218011 MARTINIQUE II Outdoor Navy Swivel Counter Stool  $280
03. 107068 MARTINIQUE Outdoor Navy Chaise Lounge  $550
04. 245156 Wire Metal Lantern 21”  $75
05. 245157 Wire Metal Lantern 18”  $75
IN THE MOOD
FROM WOOD AND METAL, TO BAMBOO AND RATTAN, WE OFFER A VARIETY OF MATERIALS AND SIZES TO MAKE ANY OUTDOOR SETTING SPARKLE.

ADD AMBIANCE TO YOUR BACKYARD EVERY EVENING WITH OUR GLOWING LANTERNS
starting at $19.

01. 101961 3-PC Set Metal Hurricanes $27
02. 245556 Wire Metal Lantern $75
03. 245557 Wire Metal Lantern $75
04. 247054 Small Black Wire Lantern $31
05. 229858 Beaded Wood Lantern 15” $59
06. 248146 Round Outdoor Brown Lantern 15” $19
07. 247005 Brown Banker Lantern $19
08. 248149 Brown Metal Candle Holder 10” $45
09. 248120 Brown Metal Candleholder 12” $25
10. 229820 Wood + Glass Round Lantern $59
11. 244822 2-PC Set Black Lanterns w/ Stand $55
12. 101999 Black + Metal Glass Candle Lantern $44
13. 101998 Black + Metal Glass Candle Lantern $34
14. 247011 Black + Gold Small Candle Holder $19
15. 248148 Triangle Silver Aluminum Lantern $45
16. 248134 Triangle Silver Aluminum Lantern $60
17. 248146 Round Outdoor Brown Lantern 15” $19
18. 247005 Brown Banker Lantern $19
19. 248149 Brown Metal Candle Holder 10” $45
20. 248120 Brown Metal Candleholder 12” $25
21. 229820 Wood + Glass Round Lantern $59
22. 244822 2-PC Set Black Lanterns w/ Stand $55
23. 101999 Black + Metal Glass Candle Lantern $44
24. 101998 Black + Metal Glass Candle Lantern $34
25. 247011 Black + Gold Small Candle Holder $19
26. 248148 Triangle Silver Aluminum Lantern $45
27. 248134 Triangle Silver Aluminum Lantern $60
Starring FSC-Certified Eucalyptus, these designs feature classically elegant fretwork frames that are inspired by Chinese Chippendale silhouettes.

01. 244288 A VIGNON Outdoor Sofa $995
02. 244285 A VIGNON Outdoor Lounge Chair $595
03. 244287 A VIGNON Outdoor Coffee Table $395
04. 243714 Gold + Ivory Geometric Rug 94”x130” $175
05. 257045 5-PC Set Feather Trays $65
06. 248067 Grey Planter 15” $85
07. 066320 Minorca Outdoor Accent Pillow 18”x18” $19
weave easy
Handwoven around sturdy powder-coated steel frames, regatta rope looks breezy as can be on this chair and ottoman set, which is available in grey and blue.

STARRING FLAT REGATTA ROPE:
A RECYCLABLE ROPE MADE FROM 10,000 WOVEN, BRAIDED YARNS THAT ARE UV-STABILIZED.
INSPIRED BY

an artsy retreat in the heart of the southwest, where the on-trend décor is as inspiring as the sprawling landscape.

somewhere remote
contrast at last
A blend of materials bring a blend of strength and style to these designs, which boast powder-coated steel frames with teak inlay detail, as well as flat nautical rope.
top of the line

The La Paz dining table features a sturdy superstone top, which is distinguished by hand-applied shading for a more natural concrete look.
Koro Lounge

Bring variety and modularity to outdoor living with crowd-pleasing designs that can be arranged in many ways to fit any size space.
air to the throne

Super sturdy resin wicker is handwoven around a rust-free aluminum frame to create our Koro dining chair’s unique silhouette.
This sectional is comprised of two identical pieces that fit together to create the perfect spot for sunbathing.

STARRING SEATBELT-LIKE DOUBLE WOVEN STRAPS WRAPPED AROUND A POWDER-COATED ALUMINUM FRAME.
thrill of the chaise

Made for your mid-day siesta, our Sienna chaise lounge has an adjustable back, so you can sleep in any position you please.

STARRING SOLID ACACIA: AN EXCEPTIONALLY DURABLE, WEATHER-RESISTANT AND EASY-TO-Maintain HARDWOOD THAT RETAINS ITS NATURAL COLOR OVER TIME.
Fresh and on-trend, sturdy regatta rope is handwoven around the Sienna dining chair and bench frames to provide five-star support.
INSPIRED BY

a tropical oasis in the Caribbean, where sand, sun and sea reign supreme, and carefree resort-style living washes away all of your worries.
starring two different resin wickers in open weave sides and solid weave tops that create a contemporary high-end look. Both wickers are durable and easy-to-maintain.

swing into action
Hang out and wind down in our Grenada egg chair, which comes with a stationary safety strap and cozy cushion.

01. 243993 GRENADA Outdoor Lounge Chair $450
02. 248063 White Embossed Garden Stool 18” $85
03. 246002 GRENADA Outdoor Egg Chair $395
04. 246002 Yellow + Indigo Sails Outdoor Accent Pillow 22” x 22” $49
05. 242357 5-PC Set White + Blue Checked Table Planter $59
wicker forever

Made with resin wicker that's handwoven around rust-free aluminum frames, the Aventura reclining sectional is durable and easy to maintain. It also features cushions made with handwashable foams and fabrics that are water, mold, mildew and UV-resistant.
recline + shine

We’ve added reclining designs to our popular Aventura lounge collection . . . because we can and because you deserve it.

01. 107073 AVENTURA Outdoor Sofa $395
02. 107081 AVENTURA Outdoor Cocktail Table w/ 2 Ottomans $375
03. 248181 2-PC White Rattan Round Trays $75
04. 248179 AVENTURA Outdoor Reclining Sofa $795
05. 245190 AVENTURA Outdoor Reclining Chair $495
stow with the flow

Keep trays, towels – even an outdoor furniture cover – in our Positano storage ottoman, which can be used to create a chaise lounge on the left or right side of the matching sofa.
01. 209185 TORTUGA Outdoor Dining Table $795
02. 207156 AVENTURA Outdoor Dining Chair $175

Starring custom-finished synthetic resin, which is poured into a wood grain mold for a naturally appealing look.
STARRING BAR STOOLS WITH QUICK-DRYING, STRENGTH-TESTED, HANDWOVEN REGATTA ROPE IN 4 COLORS, AND A BAR TABLE WITH A RESIN-BASED SUPERSTONE TOP.

01. 244070 ACAPULCO Outdoor Green Rope Chair $275
02. 244071 ACAPULCO Outdoor Yellow Rope Chair $275
03. 244072 ACAPULCO Outdoor Turquoise Chair $275
04. 244069 ACAPULCO Outdoor Bar Table $175
05. 244057 ACAPULCO Outdoor Green Rope Barstool $155
06. 244059 ACAPULCO Outdoor Turquoise Rope Barstool $155
07. 244060 ACAPULCO Outdoor Yellow Rope Barstool $155
08. 244058 ACAPULCO Outdoor Grey Rope Barstool $155
shade your way

with umbrellas starting at $95.

More to Explore • OUTDOOR UMBRELLAS livingspaces.com
01. 244021 MARKET Grey Umbrella $95
02. 244023 MARKET Navy Umbrella $95
03. 244027 MARKET Beige Umbrella $95
04. 244029 MARKET Green Umbrella $95

01. 244013 MARKET Grey Umbrella w/ Lights + Bluetooth $195
02. 244015 MARKET Navy Umbrella w/ Lights + Bluetooth $195
03. 244011 MARKET Beige Umbrella w/ Lights + Bluetooth $195
04. 244032 CANTILEVER Beige Umbrella $295
05. 244028 CANTILEVER Beige Umbrella w/ Lights + Speaker $395
06. 244034 CANTILEVER Grey Umbrella $295

Cantilever UMBRELLA

• unobstructive
• canopy rotates 360°
• crank + tilt features
• 2 colors available

Market UMBRELLA

• dining table-friendly
• crank + tilt features
• 4 colors available

Our umbrellas come to life at night thanks to high-tech features like solar-powered LED lights and removable Bluetooth speakers.

vs.

More to Explore
Get into the swing of outdoor living with our ultra-cool, extra-comfortable Cedros egg chair. The hanging basket seat features handwoven resin wicker with a tight upper weave for better shade. spice up any setting with fun-in-the-sun pillow patterns.